Data Conversion

With the new platform fast approaching we wanted to assure people that a new system won’t mean having to redo work. We are working to convert your data over for you and any new functionality should work with converted data.

To be converted:
- Trial Protocol data
- Subject Enrollment data
- Favorites Lists (WorkGroups)

As always, we appreciate any form of feedback and would love to have your thoughts about how this style of communication works for you. Do you have topics you’d like addressed? Let us know! You can always contact our help desk at CRAO-MBECT-HELP@med.umich.edu or by calling 734-764-KNOW (5669).

#DNU—Do Not Use

Our analysts have noticed they are sending back more requests for calendar updates because of inactive codes that are being chosen by mistake. We wanted to pass along this refresher to save people from having to do any unnecessary rework.

Certain items in the chargemaster are prefaced with “#DNU”, like this:

- #DNU- cath w/ rjx lateral ventriculography mg sbi
- #DNU- cath w/ rjx lateral ventriculography mg sbi
- #DNU- extremity non-vascular real-time imaging intrad

If you are routinely encountering these services you may want to hit the “Reset” button in the Advanced Filter or be sure that the “Inactive” dropdown is set to “No”.

Hands on training for the new system starts next week! Sign up here: http://tinyurl.com/MBECT-Training
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